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Summary of project objectives (10 lines max)
The Danish Meteorological Institute will in the coming years (2018-2021) develop a so-called
Climate Atlas with detailed information on future climate projections for Denmark. The work will
have a particular focus on extreme events, e.g. precipitation extremes and cloud bursts. Consequently,
model simulations with high geographical detail, high temporal resolution and physics that improve
the treatment of convective processes are needed. We will perform a series of regional climate model
simulations with HCLIM (Belusic et al. 2020). Part of the planned work is done in a Nordic
collaboration on HCLIM involving DMI (Denmark), SMHI (Sweden), MET Norway (Norway), and
FMI (Finland); creating a consistent future projection ensemble of 3 km simulations over a FennoScandinavian domain. DMI is responsible for two simulations covering 2081-2100 following the
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios (van Vuuren et al., 2011).

Summary of problems encountered (10 lines max)
Principle investigator Rasmus A. Pedersen has moved to an administrative position in the beginning
of 2021. The plans for the special project remain unchanged, but as the tasks are gradually being taken
over by other colleagues, there has been no resources spent in 2021 until this point. We do, however,
expect to spend the allocated resources on the planned simulations in the second part of the year.

Summary of plans for the continuation of the project (10 lines max)
The allocated resources for 2021 will be used in the second half-year for additional HCLIM
simulations exploring benefits of higher resolution experiments focusing on Denmark, and
contributing to the Danish Climate Atlas.

List of publications/reports from the project with complete references
The Special Project resources are contributing to the ensemble of Nordic Convection-Permitting
climate projections (NorCP), performed in collaboration between DMI (Denmark), SMHI (Sweden),
MET Norway (Norway), and FMI (Finland). Several additional publications and presentations are
planned; the following are selected references from the last year:
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Summary of results
If submitted during the first project year, please summarise the results achieved during the period from the
project start to June of the current year. A few paragraphs might be sufficient. If submitted during the
second project year, this summary should be more detailed and cover the period from the project start. The
length, at most 8 pages, should reflect the complexity of the project. Alternatively, it could be replaced by a
short summary plus an existing scientific report on the project attached to this document. If submitted during
the third project year, please summarise the results achieved during the period from July of the previous
year to June of the current year. A few paragraphs might be sufficient.

As explained above, no new experiments have been carried out since last progress report. Analysis
of the simulation ensemble that these resources have contributed to is ongoing in the consortium.
Since last progress report, Lind et al. 2020 has been published (see publication list above).
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